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It has been two daysince I spoke in Chicago to the Allstate Foundation Forum on public

issues.

The Washington Forum is a group ofdistinguished economists, investors, and others with
special concernsfor the world and its business, and I thanked them for adding AIDSto
that year☂s agenda, but also for asking me to share with them myperception ofthe social,
economic, and cultural effects might be of the epidemic of AIDS. I then began reviewing
for the audiencein a briefmanner someofthe difficult choices that might le ahead for the

leaders ofthe nations around the world.

Thislecture really pulls the high points out of the lecture given in Tokyo andthe Allstate
lecture given in Chicago. This combination was appropriate in my mind because these
were businessmen with international concerns and they were businessmen facing the

samesort of worksite implications of AIDS,as did the Allstate group.

Indeed, this is about as brief a summary as I could imagine putting together of the two

previouslectures in this archives.

There were no newstatistics and no new concepts given in the lecture, but at aboutthis
time it was clear that an extraordinary percentage of the American people now knew that
there was such a thing as AIDS -- 98 to 99 per cent, some polls showed. A third of the
public, however,is still unclear about the waythe disease is transmitted. They are correct

about homosexualsex practices and shared needles, but incorrect abouttoilet seats,
sneezing, coughing, food handling, and kissing.
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